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Note Naming:

Name_____________
Score______________

Provide the (letter) name of the notes in the circles

Q.1
Q.2

Whole-step and half-step inter vals:

Identify note as
before and then provide the (letter) name of the notes to be found a wholestep or a half-step above or below the note that you originally identified
What is the name of the note to be
Q.3
Q.4 found a whole-step below the note
that you identified in Q3? ______
What is the name of the note to be found a
whole-step above the note that you
Q.5
identified in Q3? ______

Scales:

Provide the (letter) name of the notes which make up the
following scales in the bottom part of each circle
Q.6 The C Major Scale
Q.7 The D Major Scale

Chords: Write the note names in the circles and then identify the following
chords
Q.8 Chord of________

Q.9 Chord of________

Q.10 Chord of________

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

Can name any note on a keyboard
Can identify note names (or choices of note
names) to be found an inter val of a wholestep or a half-step above or below any
specified note on a piano keyboard
Can use understanding of whole-step and
half-step inter vals to identify the notes to
be found in any Major scale
Can name the notes of specified Major
scales and then go on to identify the first,
third and fifth notes of those scales in
order to construct or recognise Major
chords
Can use understanding of whole-step and
half-step inter vals to identify the notes to
be found in any minor scale

Can name the notes of specified (natural)
minor scales and then go on to identify the
YES
first, third and fifth notes of those scales
in order to construct or recognise minor
chords
Can identify the seven chords (triads) that
can be constructed from using the notes to
be found in any Major scale

YES

NO

NO

Action Plan
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YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

Can name and notate any note on a keyboard
Can identify and notate notes to be found
an inter val of a whole-step or a half-step
above or below any specified note on a
piano keyboard
Can use understanding of whole-step and
half-step inter vals to identify and notate
the notes to be found in any Major scale
Can name and notate the notes of specified
Major scales and then go on to identify
and notate the first, third and fifth notes
of those scales in order to construct or
recognise Major chords
Can use understanding of whole-step and
half-step inter vals to identify and notate
the notes to be found in any minor scale

Can name and notate the notes of specified
(natural) minor scales and then go on to
YES
identify and notate the first, third and
fifth notes of those scales in order to
construct or recognise minor chords
Can identify and notate the seven chords
(triads) that can be constructed from using
the notes to be found in any Major scale

YES

NO

NO

Action Plan

